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PURPOSE

This policy elaborates the guidelines to be followed to ensure proper and responsible conduct in the use
of email in adherence with the laws and policies that govern intellectual freedom, use of intellectual
property, harassment and privacy.

2.

SCOPE / LIMITS

This policy applies to all employees.

3.

PRINCIPLES

Selkirk College makes electronic mail (email) available to its employees to facilitate communication
across the College. Employees are expected to use this resource responsibly and ethically and to respect
the rights of others at all times.
When users fail to use the resources in compliance with established policies and accepted ethical
behaviour, their access privileges may be forfeited and other penalties applied, up to and including
dismissal.

4.

PROCEDURE

Users, specifically,
(1) must not use email to create, store or send obscene, hateful or harassing messages and

material (refer to Policy 6010 Human Rights for details as to what constitutes harassment);
(2) must not use their account to solicit or proselytize for commercial ventures, religious or

political causes, outside organizations or other non-job-related solicitations;
(3) must respect the right of others not to receive communications which they find offensive;
(4) are expected to use common sense and observe basic rules of etiquette.

The “all employees” list serve should be used sparingly, and only when the message is clearly of interest
to the entire College community. Examples of inappropriate use of this list serve include: to sell personal
effects, to request a ride, to carry on a public debate. This is not to suggest that debates among
employees cannot be carried on the email, but rather that it is not appropriate to use the “all employees”
list serve for that purpose, because many employees see such public discourse as an unwanted intrusion
of their privacy.
Removing email and files that are not needed from the College email system is important because the
space on the College email server is limited. Employees should regularly clean up their College email
accounts by deleting emails and attachments that are not needed and archiving those items to be
referred to in the future but not in day-to-day work. Multimedia files take up a large amount of server
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space and should be kept only if required for work. Where possible, documents and multimedia files
should be saved on a personal storage device and not kept on the server.

5.

LEGAL PROCEDURES

Employees should be aware that information sent via the electronic mail system may be used in legal
proceedings. Email messages are considered written communications and are potentially the subject of
subpoena in litigation. Selkirk College may inspect the contents of electronic mail messages in the course
of an investigation, will respond to the legal process and will fulfill any legal obligations to third parties. All
messages whether they are deleted from an individual’s email or not, are retained on the server for an
indefinite period of time.

6.

PENALTIES

Penalties will be imposed in accordance with established College policies and depend upon the nature
and severity of the violation. Penalties may include: warning, verbal or written reprimand, suspension of
email privileges, suspension or dismissal. Where the violation is determined to be of a criminal nature, the
matter will be referred to appropriate law enforcement authorities.
Acknowledgement: This policy models closely a policy developed by the University of Regina and
contains some of the same phrases and clauses. Permission has been granted to use the University of
Regina’s as a basis for our policy.

7.

OTHER RELEVANT POLICIES

6000 Employee Code of Conduct and Conflict of Interest
6010 Human Rights
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